Course Outline – Competency Building Program (1-0-0-1)

Instructor: Ms. Anjali Kulshrestha
Mentor: Prof. Ranendu Ghosh

Rationale: It has been observed in the last placement season that some of the company officials was giving feedback to improve communication and presentation skills for DA-IICT students. Hence this course structure is designed which will prepare pre final year (Postgraduate and undergraduate) students to enhance their skills for placements.

Objective of the course: Pre-Placement Coaching and mentoring. The training provided and the soft skills imparted will help students not only for campus placements but also for moving up in corporate ladder, getting along well with corporate colleagues at the workplace and communicating effectively with peers.

Organization: This course comprises of lecture sessions and hands on exercise to prepare students from pre final year for the effective campus placements. Students will also be guided for important technical skills necessary for placements. Mainly following topics would be covered (tentative): Art and Science of facing interviews, GD, Aptitude test, personality Development, Communication skills, Data Structures and algorithms, Coding/programming, Database management system, Operating systems, Algorithms, Computer network, Basic Electronics circuits and CT basics. Students will be required to attend these sessions according to their domain.

It will also involve HR officials from various companies to share their experience and expectations in terms of placements.

Evaluation Criteria: It will be non-credit course through test and presentation. Kindly note 70% attendance would be compulsory.

Register at